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Abstract

The advent of the fundamental constantsRK (the von Klitzing constant) andKJ (the Josephson constant) in electric
metrology and the growing development of nanotechnologies have totally changed the vision and the practice of the
Metrology Institutes (NMIs), opening a modern era of metrology and arousing a growing interest in a possible re-d
of the international system of units (SI). The Josephson effect (JE) and the Quantum Hall effect (QHE), at the origin
fundamental constants, constitute the keystone of a new approach to electrical units, when one considers the very high le
of reproducibility of these units, never seen before. On the other hand, the Watt balance experiment in which these consta
play a part could be the origin of a new SI definition, replacing the mass unit ‘the kilogram’ as a fundamental unit
Planck constanth. It thus seems that the implementation of experiments aimed at demonstrating the coherency betw
theoretical and phenomenological values of these constants is a major objective. In this framework the metrologica
experiment associating QHE, JE and single electron tunnelling effect would play a major role in checking the consistency o
these fundamental constants in terms of the Planck and electron charge constants. This article gives briefly an outline of
quantum phenomena and their metrological applications in NMIs for the realisation of electrical units and the determin
the fundamental constants.To cite this article: F. Piquemal et al., C. R. Physique 5 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Étalons électriques fondamentaux et le triangle métrologique quantique. L’avènement des constantes fondamenta
RK (von Klitzing) et KJ (Josephson) dans la métrologie électrique et le développement considérable des nanotechnolo
ont totalement bouleversé la vision et la pratique des Laboratoires Nationaux de Métrologie (LNMs) ouvrant ainsi
nouvelle, incontestablement moderne de la métrologie et suscitant un intérêt croissant pour une possible re-fondation d
international d’unités (SI). L’effet Josephson (EJ) et l’effet Hall quantique (EHQ), à l’origine de ces constantes fondam
constituent la clé de voûte d’une nouvelle approche des unités électriques compte tenu du très haut niveaude reproductibilité
de ces unités jamais atteint auparavant. D’autre part, une expérience comme la balance du watt dans laquelle ces
interviennent pourrait être à l’origine d’une nouvelledéfinition du SI dans lequel la constante de Planckh prendrait le pas
sur l’unité de masse « le kilogramme ». Il apparaît donc que la mise en œuvre d’expériences visant à démontrer la
entre les valeurs théoriques et phénoménologiques de ces constantes soit un objectif majeur. C’est dans ce cadre q
l’expérience du triangle métrologique par l’association de l’EHQ, l’EJ et l’effet tunnel à un électron pour vérifier la coh
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de ces constantes fondamentales en terme des constantes de Planck et de charge de l’électron. Cet article donne
un aperçu de ces phénomènes quantiques et leurs applications métrologiques dans les LNMs pour la réalisation
électriques et la détermination des constantes fondamentales.Pour citer cet article : F. Piquemal et al., C. R. Physique 5
(2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the present SI system, the base units, metre, kilogram and second, allow one to define derivative units such as th
joule, watt, but also the fourth base unit, the ampere, from whichall electrical units are defined [1]. In theory, the link betwe
electrical and mechanical units is made through an SI realisation of the ampere. However, in practice, it is more relevant
first the derivative electrical units, farad and ohm on the one hand, volt in the other (Fig. 1). This allows the determinatio
ampere afterwards with a higher accuracy. The farad undoubtedly occupies the first place in the hierarchy of electrica
definition in the SI system and its reproducibility are possible by means of a Thompson–Lampard calculable capacitor [2].
addition, the setting-up of the calculable capacitor makes possible the SI realisation of the ohm through a comparison
the impedances of capacitor and resistor. This leads to a determination of the von Klitzing constantRK originating from the
quantum Hall effect (QHE) [3–8]. This effect links a resistance to a fundamental constant, just as the ac Josephson e
[9–13] links electromotive force to another fundamental constant, the Josephson constantKJ. Furthermore, theory predicts th
RK = h/e2 andKJ = 2e/h.

These two phenomena have a great impact in metrology because, firstly, they provide fundamental standards w
independent of space and time,setting uniquely the representation of the ohmand the volt over the world. Secondly, throu
the SI realisation of electrical units, QHE and JE contribute significantly to the improvement of the knowledge of co
of nature [14,15]. For instance, the SI realisations of the ohm and theelectrical watt (as proposed by the moving-coil Wa
balance experiments [16]) lead to the determination of the well-known fine structure constantα = µ0c/(2h/e2) and the Planck
constant, if one assumes that QHE and JE giveh/e2 and 2e/h exactly.

Following the examples of QHE and JE, a third quantum phenomenon, the single electron tunnelling (SET) effect [17,18
has applications which can disrupt again electrical metrology. In practice, the ampere is reproduced by means of the ohm
the volt, but the direct use of SET becomes relevant when the amplitude of the current is less than 1 nA. This phe

Fig. 1. Chain of SI realisations of electrical units. According to the definition of the ampere, the value of the permeability of vacuuµ0 is
fixed: µ0 = 4π × 10−7 N/A2.
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indeed makes possible the development of a quantum standard of current whose amplitude is directly linked to the
charge. From a ‘classical’ point of view, SET would restore the ampere and the coulomb in the foreground. More imp
the experimental possibility of testing directly the coherence of the constants involved in QHE, JE and SET phenome
are robustly alleged to provide the free space values ofh/e2, 2e/h ande. This is the task of the quantum metrological trian
experiments from Likharev and Zorin’s proposal [19]. These experiments consist either in applying Ohm’s lawU = RI [20],
or in following Q = CU from the realisation of an electron counting capacitance standard. From a ‘modern’ point o
the closure of the quantum metrological triangle at a level of one part in 108 will establisha bridge between microscopic an
macroscopic physics[21], and will play an important role toward the foundation of a new SI system fully based on fundam
constants.

The paper is structured respecting the present-day practical chain of electrical units and starts by a description of
Thompson–Lampard calculable capacitor. Sections 3 and 4 deal with the quantum standards of resistance and volta
tively. The theory of SET and devices are outlined in Section 5 and then the metrological triangle experiments are exp
Section 6. Conclusions and prospects are given in Section 7.

2. Thompson–Lampard calculable capacitor

The farad is presently the electrical unit that is realised in SI units with the smallest uncertainty. This result come
‘mise en pratique’ of the theorem discovered by Thompson and Lampard in 1956 [2] and gave rise to a calculable cap
This theorem stipulates that for a cylindrical system (Fig. 2) composed of four isolated electrodes of infinite length p
vacuum, the direct capacitances per unit of lengthγ13 andγ24 of two pairs of electrodes obey the relation:

exp(−πγ13/ε0) + exp(−πγ24/ε0) = 1, (1)

whereε0 is the permittivity of vacuum. Moreover, in the case of a perfect symmetry with identical capacitances per
length, it results:

γ13 = γ24 = γ = (ε0 ln2)/π = 1.953549043. . . pF/m

and then a value of the electrical capacitance can be directly linked to a length measurement.
From the outstanding work of Clothier at NMI (formerly CSIRO/NML) [22], the most accurate implementation o

theorem is to assemble a system of four identical long parallel and slightly spaced cylindrical electrodes (bars), placed
at each corner of a square. A movable grounded bar is placed in the cross section of the four main bars. In practice
end effects, the measurements are carried out by comparing a fixed capacitance to the capacitance variation of the calcu
capacitor for two positions of the movable bar. The length of this displacement is measured by means of a laser interf
thus allowing the link of the farad to the metre.

The theorem can be applied to a system composed of more than four electrodes. Thus the BNM calculable capacito
of five electrodes in the horizontal position arranged at the vertices of a regular pentagon [23,24]. This unique feature strongly
differs from the calculable capacitors developed by the other NMIs (NIM, NIST, NMI, NPL, PTB). If one connects succe
two of the adjacent bars, a five-bar system is equivalent to five different four-bar systems in turn and the theorem can be ap
to each of these five systems. In the ideal case of perfect symmetry, the capacitance per unit of length between two no
bars is equal to 2γ such that:

exp(−2πγ /ε0) + exp(−πγ /ε0) = 1 (2)

Fig. 2. Cross section of a structure with four electrodes.γ13 andγ24 are capacitances by unit of length.
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Fig. 3. Measurement method employed at BNM-LNE to determineRK in SI units from a Thompson–Lampard calculable capacitor (TLC
[24]. The measurements are carried out at three frequencies in order to take into account the frequency dependence of the TLCC itself.

leading to:

γ = (ε0/π) ln
[
2/(

√
5− 1)

]
F/m= 1.356235626. . . pF/m.

The main difficulties to overcome for elaborating any calculable capacitor lie in the alignment of all electrodes, the m
guard and its trajectory. Moreover, the section of the cylindrical electrodes has to be as regular as possible. Fitting the
movable guard with a spike is the usual method for significantly reducing the residual cylindricality defect in the cross se
the capacitor [22]. Another error source arises from the frequency effect, which can be due, for example, to the self-in
of the electrodes [22] or to electrical connections [24]. The highest accurate calculable capacitors allow a SI value of
with an uncertainty of a few parts in 108.

By means of a complete measurement chain, the calculable capacitors have made possible SI realisations of the oh
of RK. The keystone of the set up is a quadrature bridge, which allows one to compare, with a very high accuracy, impedan
of two resistancesR1 andR2 against two capacitancesC1 andC2 first linked to the calculable capacitor. The bridge is balan
when the equationR1R2C1C2ω2 = 1 is true,ω being the pulsation of the applied voltages. In practice,C1 andC2 have nominal
values ranging from 1 nF to 10 nF. They are compared to the calculable capacitor by successive measurements of c
ratios involving transfer standards of 1 pF, 10 pF and 100 pF. The nominal values ofR1 andR2 are contained between 10 k�

and 100 k� andω is about 10 000 rad/s typically. After correction of their frequency variations by means of an ac-dc calcu
resistor [24], these resistances are also compared in DC to the QHR, giving a SI value ofRK. DC measurements are carried o
by means of a CCC resistance bridge (described in next section). The overall view of the successive measurements at BN
shown on Fig. 3.

The best SI realisations of the ohm and thus ofRK have uncertainties between 2 and 6 parts in 108 [15,23]. Fig. 4 shows
the weighted mean values ofα−1 determined throughRK and by indirect methods (anomalous magnetic moment of elec
quotient of Planck constant and either relative atomic mass of cesium or neutron mass times lattice spacing of a crysta
gyromagnetic ratio of proton in high field, ground state hyperfine transition frequency of muonium). All measurements agr
within a range of±1 part in 107, hence the decision of CIPM to reduce the uncertainty ofRK from 2 parts to 1 part in
107 [25], while keeping the conventionally true valueRK-90 = 25812. 807� for metrological purpose [1,26]. Furthermore, t
2002 adjustment of fundamental constants performed by the CODATA group [15] leads to values ofα−1 = 137.03599911 and
RK = RK-90(1+ 1.74× 10−8) with the same standard deviation uncertainty of 3.3 parts in 109 [15].

The required efforts for realising calculable capacitors have forced some NMIs to give up their work and to move
maintaining the farad from the QHE. However, as reported below, the aim in reducing the uncertainty onRK value in SI units
down to one part in 108 is a strong motivation for some NMIs such as NMI and BNM-LNE to pursue their efforts in impro
calculable capacitors and for other laboratories, as BIPM, to start the development of such a standard.
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Fig. 4. Mean values ofα−1 obtained by SI determinations ofRK (in insert), and by indirect methods [15].

Fig. 5. Quantized Hall resistance (QHR)RH and longitudinal resistanceRXX as a function ofB for GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure a
T = 180 mK and crossed by a current of 8 µA.

3. Quantized Hall resistance standard

3.1. Integer quantum Hall effect

The quantum Hall effect (QHE) discovered by von Klitzing in 1980 [3] is observed at lowtemperature and under a hig
magnetic flux density in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). The Hall resistance of the 2DEG exhibits a set of
centred on quantized values dependent only on the fundamental constanth/e2:

RH(i) = h/ie2, (3)

where i is an integer. Each plateau of resistance is correlated with an abrupt drop of the longitudinal resistanceRXX with
minimal values that can be less than 100 µ� as observed fori = 2 or 4 plateaux, usually used (Fig. 5). The 2DEG is crea
either in the inversion layer at the interface of a silicon MOSFET, or at the junction of semiconductors with different ene
band gaps. GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure is the prime system for metrological applications of QHE. The Hall bar sa
shown in Fig. 6 is realised by lithographic techniques. It consists of an active area delimited by a 300 nm thick me
AuGeNi contacts on each of the eight terminal pads.

Laughlin has given a general theoretical explanation of QHE using a topological argument and based on the conc
mobility gap and the gauge invariance [28]. Büttiker has proposed a formulation based on the edge states where the cu
is flowing only through the sample edges, emphasizing the role of the contacts acting as reservoirs [29]. However,
approaches predict the QHE properties at zero temperature and at no dissipation state. Actually, among the vari
proposed models, no one at the present time is able to take intoaccount, firstly, the real experimental conditions of the non-zer
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Fig. 6. Hall bar sample of LEP514 type
mounted on TO-8 holder [27].

Fig. 7. Results of the bilateral comparisons between BIPM
(with transportable QHE system) and BNM-LCIE, OFMET,
PTB, NPL and NIST. Error bars mean one standard deviation
estimate of combined uncertainty [34].

temperature, the finite magnetic field and the high current value, which lead to a dissipative state, and, secondly, the
nature of the Hall sample and its contacts. Detailed bibliographies on both theoretical and experimental works can be
references [4–8].

3.1.1. Universality and von Klitzing constant
The quantized Hall resistance (QHR), theoretically linked toh/e2, might be used as a reference standard of resistance

QHE sample respects the criteria given by CCEM technical guidelines [30]. Under these conditions, QHE allows one t
a highly reproducible reference standard. Indeed, measurements have shown values of the producti ×RH(i) independent of the
sample properties (growth techniques, type of structure, technological and geometrical parameters), of the used platei = 1,
2, 4, 6 or 8) and of the experimental conditions (temperature, measuring current amplitude) with uncertainties as lo
parts in 1010 [31,32].

Moreover, bilateral comparisons of complete QHE systems performed between BIPM and some NMIs during
decade (Fig. 7) [33] or more recent international comparisons involving 1� or 100� travelling standards, have shown excelle
agreement of a few parts in 109 [35,36]. These results, which strongly support the universal aspect of the constant invo
QHE, confirm the conclusiveness of the 1988 CIPM recommendation for the use of QHR as a resistance standard. Th
representation of the ohm constitutes a watershed compared with the former situation when national bases were c
by wire-wounded resistance standards drifting in time, depending on ambient conditions (temperature, pressure), and w
materialised only a local value of the ohm.

It is noteworthy that the design requirements make the fabrication of QHE samples for metrological purposes diffi
sources providing these are lacking. Specific projects for producing a large number of QHE samples have been unde
NMIs in order to partly solve this problem [27,37,38].

3.2. CCC-based resistance bridge

Most of the resistance bridges currently used in NMIs to calibrate resistances against QHR are based on a cryogen
comparator (CCC). This is the instrument which has allowed one to demonstrate the universality ofRK with the high accuracy
mentioned above. It is briefly described below. More details on CCC can be found in the literature [10,39].

The principle of CCC, invented by Harvey in 1972 [40], rests onAmpère’s law and the perfect diamagnetism of a superc
ductor in the Meissner state. Given two wires inserted in a superconducting tube (Fig. 8), currentsI1 andI2 circulating through
these wires will induce a supercurrentI flowing up the inner surface of the tube and backing down the outer surface in s
way to maintain a null magnetic flux densityB inside the tube. Application of Ampère’s law to a closed contour (a) in the
gives:∮

a

B · dl = 0 = µ0 · (I1 + I2 − I ) (4)

and leads to the equality of the currents:
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Fig. 8. Toroidal structure of a CCC and principle (in insert). The supercurrent flowing up the inner surfaceof the toroïdal shield is given by
I = N1I1 + N2I2.

I = I1 + I2. (5)

If the tube containsN1 andN2 wires crossed respectively by currentsI1 andI2, then (5) becomes:

I = N1I1 + N2I2. (6)

These equalities are valid independently of the position of the wires inside the tube. Here is the key reason for
accuracy of the CCC. In practice, a CCC is made of two windings withN1 and N2 turns crossed by currentsI1 and I2
circulating in opposite directions. These windings are enclosed in a superconducting torus [41], whose extremities overla
without being electrically connected on a length large enough to overcome the end effects, which distortthe current equality in
the real case of a finite length tube (Fig. 8).

The outside magnetic flux, which results only from the supercurrent, is detected by a SQUID and the voltage at th
is then converted in a current which feeds back one of the two windings to null the magnetomotive forces:

N1I1 − N2I2 = 0. (7)

A CCC connected to a double constant current source [42] which supplies resistancesR1 andR2 to be compared withI1
andI2 is sketched on Fig. 9. The operation consists in deviating a fractionε of currentI2 in an auxiliary winding ofNa turns
in order to balance the bridge both in voltage and in ampere turns. It results in the resistance ratio:

R1/R2 = N1/N2 · [1+ (Na/N2)ε
]
, (8)

whereε is determined by different methods.

Fig. 9. Circuit diagram for a CCC-based resistance bridge. The fractionε of the secondary currentI2 is deviated into an auxiliary winding b
means of a resistive divider.
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3.3. Quantized Hall array resistance standard

The metrological applications of QHE from a single Hall bar are only limited to resistance standards with a nominal
RK/2 andRK/4, i.e. around 10 k�. Plateaux corresponding to odd or high value ofi are generally not well quantized. Moreove
the maximum current that can be supplied to single Hall bars does not typically exceed 100µA. Special resistance bridges, su
as based on CCC, whose use is restricted to NMIs, are therefore required to calibrate materialresistance standard with QHE
Fortunately, by means of a multiple connections technique with redundant links between QHE samples connected in seri
in parallel, new quantum resistance values can be obtained. This technique proposed by Delahaye [43] allows one to
contact resistance effect, and consequently to define the four terminal resistance of the equivalent quantum resistors.
by ε (ε � 1) the typical resistance of a contact between two Hall bars relative to the value ofRH, the relative error contribution
to the Hall resistance is limited toεn, wheren is the number of links. This technique uses two fundamental properties of Q
the two-terminal resistance between any pair of probes and the four-terminal longitudinal resistance are ideally equRH
and zero respectively. The metrological proof of the efficiency of the multiple connections technique was first obtained for two
Hall bars placed in parallel [33,43], and then for Hall bars connected in auto-series [44]. After realising the first seri
of ten Hall bars [44], BNM has developed quantum Hall array resistance standards (QHARS) with nominal values in the w
rangeRK/200 to 50RK [45–48]. For example, Fig. 10 shows a QHARS, which consists in multiple connected Hall bars in a
series-parallel arrangement in such a way that the nominal value is equal to 16×RK/4130, so very close to 100� [47]. Fig. 11
shows QHE curves obtained from QHARS of 129� and 258� on i = 2 plateau. Their resistances have been found equ
their nominal values within an uncertainty of 5 parts in 109 with a measuring current as high as 4 mA and at a temperatu
1.3 K. The development of such QHARS, which are real quantumstandards, in the image of the successful Josephson
voltage standards, needs to be pursued because they open new prospects on metrological applications of QHE:

(1) The calibration of resistances with nominal values up to 1 M� or down to 1� is possible without using transfer standar
of intermediate values, and consequently the uncertainties can be reduced by a factor of 10 or 100 (a few parts7 for
1 M�, one part in 109 for 1 �).

(2) The consistency of the ohm representation in the NMIs might be checked with a very high accuracy and less diffi
using QHARS as travelling standards in place of resistors (1� or 100�) or instead of moving a complete QHE syste
[33]. The uncertainties could be reduced at a level not yet reachedin the frame of international comparisons of resistanc

(3) QHARS are compatible with conventional bridges typically used in industrial calibration centres and commerciall
able. For instance, resistance standards can be directly calibrated against QHARS of parallel type, which might toler
high current such as that supplied by a room temperature current comparator.

Fig. 10. QHARS of 100� nominal value (square of
10 mm of side) developed at BNM-LNE. The array
is composed of a subarray of 129 Hall bars (200 µm
thick) placed in parallel by using the triple connec-
tions technique and this subarray is connected in
parallel with another subarray of 16 bars placed in
series [47].

Fig. 11. Dependence ofRH on B for two QHARS, with re-
sistances of 129� and 258� on i = 2 plateau [45]. These
QHARS are respectively composed of 100 and 50 Hall bars
connected in parallel by triple connections.
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3.4. AC QHR standard

For more than one decade, NMIs and BIPM have investigated the use of QHR as an impedance standard in
frequency range [49]. The aim is to improve the metrological chain linking resistance and capacitance in the framewo
SI realisation of the ohm, and vice versa in the reproducing of the farad from the ohm. So far, the frequency correctio
resistances used in the capacitance–resistance measurement chain needs a comparison against an ac-dc resistor for which
frequency variation is calculable. Variations of less than one part in 109 from dc to 1 kHz reported for the best ac-dc resist
can be considered as a requirement for the use of an ac QHR standard in the frame of the determination ofRK.

The ac measurement techniques for QHR have been significantly improved. The main difficulties arose from t
resistive cryogenic coaxial cables needed for connecting the QHE sample to the impedance bridge. The adoption of multiple
connections technique [43] and the use of active current equalizers [50] in place of passive connectors have been f
suited to reducing the best measurement uncertainties. As a consequence, some controversial results about the frequ
on QHR have been partly explained. However, the linear dependence of QHR on frequency and current usually measu
would be correlated to an ac loss mechanism in the QHE device, remains unclear. Indeed, one can reduce this linea
by different methods either by the use of gated samples or of specific sample holders [49–51]. The frequency coef
QHR has thus been obtained within a few parts in 108 per kilohertz. Consequently, the calibration of capacitance in terms
QHR is possible at an uncertainty level of one part in 107 [52]. Further experimental and theoretical investigations are requ
to conclude if QHE can provide a true quantum impedance standard.

4. Josephson voltage standard

4.1. Josephson effects and universality ofKJ

Electrical metrology has entered a quantum era in 1962 when Josephson [8,9] discovered a remarkable conseque
macroscopic coherence of the superconducting state. The Josephson effects (JE) take place at low temperature in
of two weakly coupled superconductors, e.g. two superconducting electrodes separated by a thin insulating layer
superconductor, the electrons paired in Cooper pairs form a condensate which is described by a unique wavefunction,ψ = Aeiφ

with a phaseφ coherently maintained over macroscopic distances. Josephson predicted two effects:

– Cooper pairs tunnel the junction even at zero voltage drop between the terminals, giving a dc supercurrentIJ = IC sinφ,
whereIC is a constant andφ = φ1 − φ2 is the phase difference between the wavefunctions in the two superconducto

– A constant voltageU through the junction induces an oscillation of the tunnel supercurrent at a frequencyf = (2e/h)U

(2e/h corresponding to the inverse of the flux quantumΦ0). It leads to the time variation of the phase due to an ene
change 2eU involved when a Cooper pair is tunnelling:

dφ/dt = (2e/h̄)U. (9)

This second effect, called the ac Josephson effect (JE) and first observed by Shapiro [53], provides a perfectly reprod
universal voltage standard, since the voltage is directly linked to the frequency.

The craze of metrologists since 1970s for JE as a mean of maintaining the volt results from both theoretical and exp
works, which tend to verify the validity of the relationf = (2e/h)U . From topological arguments, Bloch [54] has shown t
the constant involved in this relation is 2e/h exactly. Numerous experiments have investigated the dependence of the v
frequency ratio on materials (Pb, Sn, In, Nb, and more recently YbaCuO) or on junction types (microbridge, tunnel jun
point contact). An upper limit less than 2 parts in 1016 has been established so far [55].

From early on, JE has then been used for reproducing the volt. However, because of slightly different values of 2e/h obtained
from SI realisations of the volt, no international consensus on a single value was possible. Fortunately, a better agree
found between determinations of 2e/h performed in 1980s. This has allowed the CIPM to recommend implementing JE
voltage standard, using the Josephson constantKJ as an estimate of 2e/h, and for calibration purpose by assigning to it o
single value [56]:

KJ-90 = 483597.9 GHz/V exactly.

In terms of SI units, the uncertainty onKJ is 4 parts in 107 until now.
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4.2. Current–voltage characteristics of a Josephson junction

The dynamic behaviour of a real Josephson junction connected to an external circuit can be described by mea
Resistively and Capacitively Shunted Junction (RCSJ) model proposed by Stewart [57] and Mc Cumber [58]. In this m
equivalent circuit of the junction consists of three arms in parallel respectively crossed by:

– the supercurrentIJ = IC sinφ;
– the current carried by quasi particles (due to broken Cooper pairs sinceT �= 0), Iq = U/R whereU is the voltage drop

across junction terminals andR is approximately the tunnel resistance of the junction;
– the displacement currentID = C dU/dt through the capacitanceC between superconducting electrodes.

The sum of these currents has to be equal to the currentI (I = Idc + I1 sinωt) supplied to the junction by the extern
source. After eliminatingU given by relation (9), it results a 2nd order non-linear differential equation:

I = (h̄C/2e)d2φ/dt2 + h̄/(2eR)dφ/dt + IC sinφ. (10)

Introducing dimensionless quantities i = I/IC andτ = 2πfPt , wherefP = (eIC/(πhC))1/2 is the plasma frequency, (10
becomes:

i = d2φ/dτ2 + β
−1/2
C dφ/dτ + sinφ, (11)

whereβC = (2πRCfP)2 is the Mc Cumber parameter. In the general case of non-negligible junction capacitance, thes
tions ((10) or (11)) have to be solved numerically.

For overdamped junctions (βC � 1) supplied with an alternative current at a microwave frequencyf , it is found that the
I–V characteristic can exhibit a series of stable voltage steps at constant values:

Un = n(h/2e)f (12)

with n an integer.

4.3. Josephson array voltage standard (JAVS)

The first Josephson standards were based on single overdamped junctions. They generated only voltage of a few
cally operating on high-order steps,n > 500, atf ≈ 10 GHz). The calibration of the former primary standards such as 1.0
saturated Weston cell then implied the use of a voltage divider and the final uncertainty was limited at a level of 100
ducing this uncertainty would naturally induce the increase of the Josephson voltage by placing in series a certain n
junctions. Levinson et al. suggested to use underdamped junctions (βC > 1) which have the great advantage of delivering sev
voltage steps at zero bias current if the radiation frequency is much higher than the plasma frequency [59]. Conseque
a single current source is necessary to bias an array ofN junctions placed in series. In the frame of NIST-PTB collaborat
first 1 V voltage arrays made of 2000 to 3000 superconductor–insulator–superconductor (SIS) junctions were elabor
1 V and 10 V arrays [61,62], the latter being composed of more than 10 000 junctions, are now commercially available

Fig. 12. PTB 10-V array composed of 13 924
junctions (18× 50 µm2) in series [62] (pho-
tograph by courtesy of the PTB).

Fig. 13. Voltage steps around 10 V observed
on theI–V characteristic of a 10 V array with
80 GHz microwave irradiation.
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In addition to the design requirements [63,64] on the junction parameters (size, plasma frequency, critical curr
condition of homogeneous irradiation over the array must be fulfilled. This requires a specific implementation of the ju
in an integrated circuit. Fig. 12 shows a 10 V array developed by PTB [64]. The array is made of 13 924 Nb/AlOx /Nb junctions
placed along a microstrip line which is divided in four arms of 3481 junctions in order to reduce the attenuation of the mic
radiation. A fine line antenna allows to couple the microwave (80 GHz) to the transmission line. For such an array, each
typically operates on the 4th or 5th step over the 8 steps it can deliver and then the array provides a total voltage of 1
steps equally spaced (�V = 165 µV at 80 GHz), as shown on Fig. 13.

4.3.1. Josephson set-up
The typical experimental set-up developed by NMIs to calibrate their secondary standards (1.018 V Weston cells,

10 V Zener diode references) against JAVS is sketched on Fig. 14. It consists in four parts and can be fully computer c

– The cryogenic part:the array is mounted in a cryoprobe fitted with a low loss wave-guide. Three pairs of wires are u
visualizing the voltage steps, biasing the array with dc current and measuring the metrological voltage. The latter i
at the top against electromagnetic interference;

– The microwave radiation source:the circuit is constituted of a Gunn diode servo-controlled on a 10 MHz clock s
(rubidium crystal) by means of a phase-locked frequency counter and then referred to an atomic clock;

– The electronics unit:a dc current source is used to bias the array on the desired voltage step through an adjustabl
placed in parallel;

– The metrological circuit:a digital nanovoltmeter coupled to a switch of low electromotive force measures the v
difference between the JAVS and the device to be calibrated.

The typical uncertainties for a routine calibration of a Weston cell can be reduced down to a few tens of nanovolts
the case of a Zener diode reference, the calibration uncertainties are much degraded mainly due to their 1/f noise [66].

Fig. 14. Schematic of calibration set-up based on JAVS [67].

4.3.2. Comparisons
In the framework of the natural exercise of NMIs to check the coherence of their own standards, a large number

national comparisons involving 1 V and 10 V Josephson underdamped junction arrays has been performed [68]. The d
comparisons of JAVS are the most precise. In general, they show an agreement with an uncertainty of about one pa10.
Some comparisons with even smaller uncertainties have been reported [67,69]. A very good agreement, a few part10,
has also been found [70–72] in the recent comparisons involving the new generation of JAVS designed to be program
described below.

4.4. Programmable JAVS

Although 1 V and 10 V underdamped Josephson junction arrays provide NMIs with highly reproducible primary
standards, their working mode remains tricky and prevents other metrological applications. The voltage steps are
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Fig. 15. Principle of binary-divided array. The highest segments are
composed of 8192 (213) junctions so far.

Fig. 16. Direct comparisons between binary arrays (SINIS o
shunted SIS) with: another SINIS array (PTB), an SIS arra
(BNM-LNE, BIPM, IEN), an SNS array (METAS). Indirect com
parison with an SIS array via Weston cells (SP) [72].

enough against environmental electromagnetic noise and they cannot be quickly andunambiguously settled. Consequently
fully computer controlled calibration of Weston cells (without any risk of current flow) or a calibration of digital voltm
is a difficult task. Generating arbitrary waveform ac voltage at audio frequency from these arrays is also not possib
applications and others such as fast-reversed dc voltage measurements (for ac/dc testing of thermal converter [73], metrolog
triangle and Watt balance experiments), development of quantum voltmeter [74] and Josephson potentiometer [75]
possible by means of programmable arrays. These arrays, operating like a digital/analogue (D/A) converter, are of t
binary-divided or pulse driven.

4.4.1. Binary-divided array
Invented by Hamilton et al. in 1995 [76], the array is divided into segments ofM (= 2N) overdamped Josephson junction

and each segment can be independently set to then = 0,±1 steps by applying on it the corresponding bias currentIB = 0,±I ,
and the microwave irradiationf (Fig. 15).

The output voltage of the array is the sum of the voltages developed at each segment,Vseg= 0,±Mf/KJ, and hence this
allows the generation of any voltage from−Mtotf/KJ to +Mtotf/KJ per increment ofMminf/KJ, whereMtot is the total
number of the junctions andMmin the number of junctions of the smallest segment.

In practice, the overdamped junctions are preferably made from SNS [77] or SINIS [78] (S superconductor, N
I insulator) technology, but externally shunted SIS junctions [79] can be used as well.

From these binary arrays, any arbitrary voltage might be adjusted without ambiguity and in a very short time, e.g.
1 µs. Moreover, the high critical current (1 mA for SNS or SINIS junctions compared with 100 µA at the most for SIS jun
makes the voltage steps highly stable. However, because they occur at non-zero bias current, the voltage steps ma
sloped due to eventual small series resistance within the array [72]. The flatness has thus to be checked carefully [70,71].

Numerous direct comparisons between the different kinds of binary arrays and the conventional SIS arrays have
ported in literature. They have shown agreement better than 0.5 nV, or even within 0.1 nV, at 1 V level (Fig. 16) [70–7
voltage levels down to few tens of mV (by selecting small segments) [80]. Besides, a direct comparison of the voltages
by two segments, each composed of 4086 junctions, of a same SINIS array, has shown no difference at a level of
1017 [81].

All these results indicate that the programmable JAVS based on binary arrays will very likely replace convention
based on SIS arrays in near future.

In theory, the binary-divided array can also deliver ac voltages by selecting quickly and adequately voltage steps
segment. The resulting signal is an approximate sinusoidal wave sampled by steps. However, during the period bet
successive steps, the voltage is not quantized at all. This transience problem leads to errors on the rms value of the sig
could be very important for metrological purposes [12]. Investigations are being pursued by NMIs to clarify this point [

4.4.2. Pulse driven array
In fact, an actual ac quantum voltage standard can be realised from a series array of overdamped Josephson junct

instead of being irradiated by sinusoidal microwaves, are driven with a train of short current pulses [83]. For a fixed re
frequency of the pulsef , the time integrated value of the output voltage isV = nNf/KJ wheren is the step number whic
depends on the pulse height, andN the number of junctions.
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In contrast to the case of sinusoidal excitation for which a frequency modulation induces a chaotic behaviour of the
or strongly affects the step width, the voltage steps do not depend on the frequencyf if the pulse widthτp = 1/(2πICRKJ)

remains short enough:τp < 1/f . Consequently, the output voltage of the array is easily adjustable by varyingf .
Several NMIs [84,85] are developing Josephson arbitrary waveform synthesizer (JAWS) based on the principle

drive. A digital code generator delivering pulses clocked at a high frequency (10 Gbit/s) in a predetermined sequence follow
by a delta–sigma modulator used for D/A conversion allow to synthesize arbitrary waveforms (in the frequency range
up to 100 MHz). The rms voltage is calculable with a fundamental accuracy from the knowledge of the number of pu
their positions in time. Promising results on synthesizing ac voltages with rms values higher than 100 mV have been
by NIST [84]. They have shown that the errors (from 1 part to 30 parts in 104 in the frequency range from 1 to 50 kHz) ari
mainly from the circuit (in particular from the used drive current) and few from the junctions. Improvement of circuits
needed in order to reduce the uncertainties under the expected level, i.e. less than 1 part in 106 at 1 kHz.

A promising alternative to the pulse driven array for generating ac voltages with a quantum precision is based on si
quantum (SFQ) D/A converter [86–88]. The basic element of these devices is a superconducting loop closed by an ov
Josephson junction (withβC = 1). Each time the bias current exceeds the critical current of the junction, a single flux qu
Φ0 crosses the loop and induces a short (≈1 ps) voltage pulse for which the time integral is equal toΦ0 exactly. Despite
the simplicity of this SFQ logic, the realisation and fabrication of the SFQ D/A converters for a proper metrological
rather complicated but remain possible. Recently, Semenov and Polyakov [89] reported encouraging results, i.e. first volta
measurements at a 100 mV level by means of such devices.

4.5. Determination of the Josephson and Planck constants

The Josephson constantKJ can be directly determined from an SI realisation of the volt. The principle consists in mea
the attraction forceF between two electrodes, one fixed, and the other movable, on which a voltage dropU is applied. The
measurement ofU in terms of JE leads to an SI value ofKJ:

KJ = nf
(
2F/(dC/dx)

)−1/2
, (13)

wheren andf refer to the step number and the microwave frequency and dC/dx is the variation of the capacitance betwe
electrodes with their distance. dC/dx is measured in SI with a Thompson–Lampard calculable capacitor. Two sets of app
have given rise toKJ values in 1980s, the liquid-mercury electrometer developed by CSIRO/NML and the voltage b
at PTB, with uncertainties around 3 parts in 107 [15]. Better uncertainties have been obtained by means of moving coil
balance. The experiment, described in more details in [16], consists in two successive phases:

– weighing (with a massm) the Laplace force applied on a current (I ) carrying coil in a magnetic flux,
– then measuring the electromotive force (U ) created at the input of the same coil when it is moved in the same mag

flux at constant speed (v). From these two phases the following relation results:

UI = mgv (14)

which makes electrical and mechanical powers equivalent. The measurement of electrical quantities in terms o
QHE and that of mechanical quantities in SI units lead to an SI determination of the productK2

JRK. If RK is measured in
SI elsewhere, thenKJ is given in the simplified form:

KJ = f/(mgvRK)1/2. (15)

The ultimate uncertainty expected onKJ by this method is of the order of one part in 108.

The Watt balance experiment combined with the SI realisation of the ohm consequently leads to the SI determinat
volt as well as of the ampere. Moreover, if the relationsKJ = 2e/h andRK = h/e2 are assumed exact, then the experim
gives access to a determination of the Planck constant:

h = 4/(K2
JRK) = 4(mgv)/f 2. (16)

Fig. 17 shows values ofh determined until now by the Watt balances of NPL and NIST and values obtained by other e
means and by less direct methods (involving Faraday constant, shielded gyromagnetic ratio of proton in high field a
volume of silicon) [15]. This indicates that the Watt balance is the technique of highest accuracy so far. It is notewor
these various measurements lead to the 2002 CODATA valueh = 6.62606693× 10−34 J s with a standard deviation uncertain
of 1.7 part in 107 andKJ = KJ-90(1− (4.3± 8.5) × 10−8) [15].
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Fig. 17. Values of Planck constant determined by direct measurements (electrometer ad Watt balance) and by indirect methods [15].

Efforts have to be pursued for reducing the uncertainties onKJ (presently three orders of magnitude larger than the re
ducibility of present-day JAVS) andh to a level of one part in 108. Moreover, once this onset value is reached, monitoring
kilogram for example by means of Watt balance will become a relevant task and would allow, in time, to redefine the k
by fixing the Planck constant. With this aim, NPL and NIST are improving their moving coil apparatus and, in the la
years, METAS [90] and then BNM [91] have been working on the development of new Watt balances.

5. Towards SET based standards

Although the ampere is the base electrical unit, its representation requires the volt and the ohm. This fact can be
for a practical reason: the quantum-mechanical standards QHRS and JAVS enable one to achieve uncertainties much lower
experiment or artefact for a representation of the ampere realized up to now. However, a quantum current standard is
in the framework of the metrological triangle experiment. The simplest idea imagined by physicists is a current source c
electron by electron. For 15 years, the development of the nanofabrication has made it possible to create sub-micron devices
allow the manipulation of individual electrons. The SET devices consist of tunnel junctions in series forming isolated co
pieces like ‘metallic islands’ on which the charge state is controlled by means of gate electrodes. The Coulomb blocka
physical phenomenon, which originates from the SET devices and is described in the next section. In theory, a SET d
an electron pump can transfer millions of single charge through the circuit with an expected intrinsic uncertainty reaching one
part in 109 and a SET electrometer can detect≈10−5e in a 1 Hz bandwidth. As a result, these systems have opened the
towards the realisation of quantum current standards based on highly accurate current sources (normal or Cooper p
or ultra-sensitive electrometers for making sensors or electrons counters (radio frequency (RF) SET transistor). A SE
constituted of pump servo-controlled by an electrometer enables one to realise a quantum capacitance standard as w

After a few theoretical considerations about Coulomb blockade by taking the basic SET transistor as an example
devices presently used in NMIs are described in the following subsections. The more promising devices are the electro
connected to an external RF source generating af frequency harmonic signal, a normal or superconducting pump transfe
integer numbern (= 1 or 2 respectively) of electron charges per cycle. Consequently, the current amplitude is proportion
elementary electron charge and the applied frequency:I = nef . A second way for developing a current standard is to com
a SET transistor with a RF resonant circuit. This so-called RF-SET device is a very sensitive single-electron electrom
allows the very accurately counting of electrons crossing an array of junctions. Whereas the pump generates a curren
SET device calibrates a current source. The SET-SAW device combining Coulomb repulsion and surface acoustic wa
effects is a quite different approach for making a standard source but remains a serious candidate.

5.1. The double junction and Coulomb blockade of tunnelling: SET transistor

The Coulomb blockade of electron tunnelling, observed for the first time in disorder granular materials [92], takes place in
SET device when a metallicisland is electrically insulated from the rest of the circuit. If the total capacitance of the islandC

is sufficiently small compared toe2/kT , the energy change required for the addition or subtraction of one electron on the
becomes high enough to prohibit thetunnelling transfer of the other electrons. The first remarkable feature of such a device
that the island consists of billions of electrons but remains sensitive to the presence of a single additional electron. Secondly
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Fig. 18.I–V b characteristics of SET transistor. Inserts:I–V g characteristics and schematic view of the transistor.

the extra electron number on the island is necessarily an integer whereasQ1,2, charges of the first or second junctions, c
be fractional charges. When the thermally activated transport is suppressed (typicallyT � 4 K), the tunnelling of electrons
through the circuit is possibleunder certain bias conditions.

The SET transistor (see insert Fig. 18) often used as an electrometer is the simplest SET device and consists o
metallic island (usuallyaluminium) separated by thin insulating tunnel barriers (alumina) and coupled to a gate electrod
through a capacitor (Cg). The energy needed for transferring an electron through the first or the second junction is the
of free energy�E±

1,2 of the complete circuit during the tunnelling:

�E±
1,2 = e2

2C
± eV1,2 (17)

with V1,2 = Q1,2/C1,2 whereC1,2 are capacitances of the first and second junction, respectively. From the equation abo
Coulomb energy,Ec = e2/(2C), is recognised. Moreover, tunnelling into an unoccupied state ispossible if theelectron gains
kinetic energy coming from the decrease of the electrostatic energy of the system, and thus a threshold voltage occur

�E±
1,2 � 0 ⇒ |Vb| � Vt = e

C
. (18)

As shown in Fig. 18 (insert), the transport properties of the transistor change periodically with the gate voltageVg, or, in
other words, with the charge state of the island. The period corresponds to an addition of one electron to the island.Vg can be
adjusted such that the electron transfer through the device is blocked and so the current is zero. Consequently, the tunnell
can be stopped thanks to two parameters:Vg andVb.

Fig. 18 also shows the measuredI–V characteristic for a SET transistor with symmetrical junctions (C1 = C2 = C/2)
and for three gate voltages where the Coulomb gap is maximum, minimum and intermediate. In the case of blockade
conduction below the threshold voltage (Vt = e/C ) is close to zero. By changing the gate voltage, the Coulomb gap ca
completely suppressed and the curve appears almost linear.

5.2. TheR-pump

The SET pump, first investigated by Pothier et al. [93] is a device allowing the transfer of electrons one by on
adjustable clock frequencyf , and in a quasi-adiabatic way. The electric current through the electron pump can be expres
I = e · f . The simplest electron pump consists of two metallicislandsseparated by three junctions (actuallyC1 = C2 = C3).
The gate voltagesVG1 andVG2 through the gate capacitanceCG1 andCG2 can control the electric potential of each islan
The pump operation can be illustrated by means of the typical diagram given in Fig. 19, which displays the stability d
of the different states (n1, n2) in theVg1⊗ Vg2 plane. The integer couple (n1, n2) denotes the number of extra charges pres
on the first and the second island. The points (Fig. 19), so-called triple points, where conduction can take place are
the intersection of three neighboring domains. Everywhere else, the pump is in a blockade state and the electron con
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Fig. 19. Right: schematic view of a R-pump device. Left: stability diagram inVg1⊗Vg2 plane which displays the stable configurations (n1, n2)
of numbers of the extra electrons on each island. Boundaries betweeneach domains (dashed lines) form a typical honey-comb pattern.
charges tunneling transfer as a function of gate voltagesV G1 andV G2 takes place only in the triple points regions [94]. This diagram has b
obtained at BNM-LNE by means of a CCC used as a current amplifier [95,96].

(n1, n2) is stable. Dashed lines represent the boundaries betweeneach stability domains and form a typical honey-comb patte
The pumping of electrons is based on these topological properties.

The controlled transfer of electrons is obtained in the following way: two periodic signals with the same frequencf but
phase shifted byΦ ≈ 90◦ are superimposed on each applied dc gate voltage couple (V g10, V g20) as following:

Vg1 = Vg10+ Acos(2πf t),

Vg2 = Vg20+ Acos(2πf t + Φ)

When the dc voltages (Vg10, Vg20) correspond to coordinates of the point denoted P, the circuit follows a closed traje
around P as shown in Fig. 19. The configuration changes from(0,0) to (1,0), then from(1,0) to (0,1), and returns to the initia
state(0,0). In the real space, the complete sequence involves the transfer of one electron throughout the R-pump.

The frequency is chosen low compared to the reciprocal of the tunnel rate (f � RjC, Rj is the junction resistance). Th
condition ensures that the system adiabatically returns to its ground state. By adding 180◦ to the phase shiftΦ, the rotation
sense is reversed in configuration space, and the electron by electron current takes place in the opposite direction [94

The cross-capacitance effect can be eliminated by means of an electronic device connected to both gate wiring inp
adds a fraction of the voltage applied to one gate to the other gate, with opposite polarity [97].

The accuracy of the charge transfer is partly limited by theco-tunnelling effect. This phenomenon involves simultane
tunnelling of electrons from islands through each junction. In order to avoid errorsin the transport rate, increasing the numb
of the junctions is a first solution. However, PTB has proposed to keep 3-junction pumps, the easiest to use, and to plac
resistive Cr-microstrips of typically 50 k� in series with the pump [98], thus named an R-pump (Fig. 20). As a result, dissip
of electron tunnelling energy in the resistors suppresses undesirable effects of co-tunnelling and an increased accuracy can
achieved.

TheI–V b curve given in Fig. 21 and so-called current step illustrates the current stability with bias conditions. This charac
teristic is determining for the development of current standards. Thus, stable current on 300 µV in a 40 fA range was
with a PTBs R-pump connected to a CCC. An investigation on long time measurements has shown that these pumps
to generate a currentI = ef during more than 12 hours [94].

5.3. The Cooper pair pump

In principle, the devices consisting of small-capacitance Josephson junctions forming superconducting islands c
gate electrodes are able to pump Cooper pairs one-by-one driven by a frequency higher than in thenormalpump case. Howeve
the tunnelling of Cooper pairs is a phenomenon more complex than that of electrons in the normal state because the Josep
coupling energy,EJ (= h̄IC/2e), must be taken into account and compared directly to the charging energy,Ec. Neverthe-
less, withEJ < Ec, a currentI = ±2ef generated by a three-junctions superconducting pump has been observed by
authors [99–101]. But, the transfer of the Cooper pairs across the device is disturbed by factors (Cooper pair co-tunnelling
quasi-particles poisoning, . . . ) involving an imperfect plateau of theI–V curve. In order to improve the accuracy of the sup
conducting pumps, Zorin et al. have proposed to connect resistors in series to the ends of the array following the ex
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Fig. 20. SEM-image of 3-junctions R pump fabricated
by PTB [98] (illustration by courtesy of the PTB).

Fig. 21. Current step with an R-pump operating at 10 MHz (in insert:
current steps at 30 MHz). These steps have been obtained with the
BNM-LNE CCC for a short measurement time (5 min) [94].

their R-type normal pumps[101]. The measurements show the through-supercurrent and the unwanted co-tunnelling events a
dramatically suppressed.

5.4. The RF-SET transistor

The bandwidth of a classical SET transistor used as an electrometer is typically around 1 kHz and can achieve 1 M
some improvements. However, it is too low to detect a 1 pA current with a metrological accuracy, which requires a ba
of 10 MHz at least. Therefore, following the principle of the SQUID technology, a SET transistor is connected with a re
circuit. Such a device, called RF-SET, capacitively coupled to a long array of tunnel junctions, makes the electrons
one-by-one possible [102]. In a long array of tunnel junctions, charges flow in the form of regularly spaced solitons. Electron
generated by an external current source penetrate into the array of junctions and change the charging state of the is
transistor when they come close to it. An incident RF signal is partially absorbed by the RF-SET if the transistor is in t
state or totally reflected in the blockade state. Consequently, this system is able to detect the crossing of an individua
by counting each change of state. In principle, the aim should be to reach a counting speed of at least 60 MHz, corre
to 10 pA with a 10 parts in 106 uncertainty.

5.5. SET-SAW

The principle and the design of the electron transfer using a surface acoustic wave (SAW) generating a quantized
quite different from the one of the pumps, but the SET-SAWs remain interesting candidates for developing a current
source or for quantum computing. A 2DEG in a heterostructure of GaAs/AlGaAs, very similar to those present with
devices, is confined to a one-dimensional channel by using split-gate technique. Thus, this channel is located bet
electron reservoirs. By applying an appropriate voltage to the gate, the electron density in the constriction can be re
zero and an energy barrier for electrons appears. Due to the piezoelectric effect, a potential modulation is created, p
through the SET-SAW and is superimposed on the energy barrier in the constriction area. Based on the Coulomb re
has been shown that an integer number of electrons, determined by the created well size, can be transferred through a
device and generates a currentI = Nef [103]. The maximum speed would be around 10 GHz. But, the accuracy of SET-
devices is limited by the overheating of electrons due to RF power needed by the transducer and by the speed of sw
and off of the propagating acoustic wave [104]. For several years, collaboration between University of Cambridge and
extensively investigated and developed a SET-SAW current standard [105]. A total current uncertainty of a few parts in4 has
been estimated but no real flat plateau has been displayed [106].
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Fig. 22. Quantum metrological triangle (photographs of programmable JAVS andelectron pump by courtesy of the PTB).

6. Quantum metrological triangle

The single charge tunnelling could providethe missing link of the quantum metrological triangle (QMT) [19] (Fig. 22) by
realising a quantum current standard and, as described below, an electron counting capacitance standard (ECCS).

The closure of the QMT experimentally consists in applyingU = RI or Q = CV , directly from SET, JE and QHE. I
practice, the experiment comes down to determine the dimensionless productRKKJQX, expected to be equal to 2, where t
constantQX is defined as an estimate of the elementary charge [20],QX = e|SET, by analogy to the definitions of Josephs
and von Klitzing constants. Checking the equalityRKKJQX = 2 with an uncertainty of one part in 108 will be a relevant tes
of the validity of the three theories.

The high level of agreement shown by numerous comparisons of quantum resistance and voltage standards inv
different kinds of devices undoubtedly strengthens our confidence in the universal and fundamental aspects ofKJ and RK
and hence in the equalitiesKJ = 2e/h andRK = h/e2. However, even if strong theoretical arguments exist, from a str
metrological point of view, these relations are not proven. The exactness of these two relations has been recently tested b
CODATA Task group in the framework of the 2002 fundamental constant adjustment. It is shown that there is no sig
deviation betweenKJ and 2e/h and betweenRK and h/e2, but within a fairly large uncertainty in the case of Joseph
relation. The uncertainties amount to 8 and 2 parts in 108 respectively [15].

6.1. U = RI and current amplification

The QMT experiment proposed by BNM-LNE [20], consists in the direct comparison of the voltageUJ supplied by a
Josephson junctions array to the Hall voltage of a QHE sample crossed by a currentI delivered by a SET current source a
amplified by means of a CCC [95,96]. This comparison leads to the relation:

UJ = RHNCCCI, (19)

whereNCCC is the CCC winding ratio. Considering the JE, QHE and SET relationships, Eq. (19) becomes:

nfJ/KJ = (RK/i)NCCCQXfSET, (20)

wheren is the index of the voltage step delivered by the JAVS at the microwave frequencyfJ, i is the index of the QHE platea
andfSET is the driving frequency of the SET current source. It leads to the dimensionless product:

RKKJQX = n(i/NCCC)fJ/fSET. (21)

Measuring the deviation ofRKKJQX from 2 will give information on the consistency level of the three quantum phenom
It is noteworthy that the ratioQX/e will be determined if one assumeRK = h/e2 andKJ = 2e/h andQX may be estimated in
terms ofRK-90 andKJ-90 with an expected value of 2/(RK-90KJ-90) = 1.60217649× 10−19 C.

The required CCC for amplifying the very small current generated by an electron pump must present a high wind
and ultra low noise performances. In this framework some CCCs have been investigated by NMIs. The one made by B
and firstly used for measuring SET device [92] has a winding ratioN1/N2 of 10 000. Its noise spectral density is 4 fA/Hz1/2
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Fig. 23. Principle of electron counting capacitance standard [108].

in the white noise range (f > 0.5 Hz). It allows measurements of currents from 1 pA to a few nA, with a type A uncert
of 50 aA for a one hour measurement [95]. With this system, the current of 3.2 pA supplied by an electron pump h
measured with an uncertainty of 600 aA (i.e. a relative uncertainty of 1.9 parts in 104) after 15 hours of measurement [107
From this result, some improvements have to be made in order to attempt an ultimate uncertainty of 1 part in 108. SET devices
capable to supply currents up to 100 pA and generating lower noise must be developed. A new amplifier with a better s
is also needed. This can be obtained by increasing the CCC gain with a factor 5 and by using a SQUID well suite
experiment.

6.2. Q = CU and electron counting capacitance standard

The development of a capacitance standard from SET devices is feasible by applying the natural definition of the cap
the transfer of a well-known chargeQ between the electrodes of a capacitor with a capacitanceC and the measurement of th
potential difference�V between these electrodes:C = Q/�V .

Fig. 23 exhibits a schematic view of the operational experimental system developed by NIST [108]. Similar syst
developed by other NMIs (METAS, NMi/VSL, NPL, PTB).

The NIST system consists of a seven junction electron pump, a SET transistor/electrometer with a charge detection
of the order ofe/100, and a cryogenic capacitor built with a specific attention on leakage currents and frequency and tem
effects. Two mechanical cryogenic switches N1 and N2 allow two working phases (Fig. 23).

6.2.1. N1 closed,N2 open
In this phase, the cryogenic capacitanceCcryo (≈1 pF) is charged withN electrons generated one by one through the pu

The process is stopped for a short time (20 s) to measure the voltageV +
c . Then, the pump is forced to transferN electrons

in the opposite direction. Another stop occurs to measure a voltageV −
c , and so on. The successive voltagesV +

c andV −
c are

compared to those of a JAVS and the differences�V = V +
c − V −

c are calculated. The average of these differences〈�V 〉 gives
the capacitance:

Ccryo = Ne/〈�V 〉 = (N/nfJ)KJQX (22)

from the relation〈�V 〉 = nfJ/KJ wheren is the index of the voltage step provided by the binary Josephson array at
quencyfJ. Up to now, the best relative standard deviation ofCcryo values obtained with electron counting is of the order o
few parts in 107 [108].

6.2.2. N1 open,N2 closed
In this second configuration,Ccryo is compared with the capacitanceCX of a capacitor at room temperature using a cap

tance bridge. Three kinds of results could be obtained:
1. If CX has been previously calibrated in relation to the second andRK with a quadrature bridge, it can be written in

simplified form as:
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CX = 1/(2πRKfq), (23)

wherefq is the balance frequency of the bridge. Combining relationships (22) and (23) and giving up the integer numbe
to a new expression of the dimensionless productRKKJQX:

RKKJQX = (Ccryo/CX)fJ/fq. (24)

The capacitance ratio in this relationship is measured at a frequency in the kHz range (fq), much higher than the effectiv
frequency of electron counting (25 mHz). Consequently, the frequency dependence of the cryogenic capacitor mus
small or well known. Voltage and drift effects might also affect the experiment. Unlike theU = RI approach, this experimen
does not need a SET source supplying currents higher than a few pA.

2. If the capacitanceCX is directly compared to the calculable capacitor, so in terms of SI units,CX = CX,SI, and a SI value
of the productKJQX can be deduced:

KJQX = (Ccryo/CX)fJCX,SI. (25)

The combination with the closure of the triangle viaU = RI leads to a new SI realisation ofRK. The relations (21) and (25
give:

RK = (CX/Ccryo)(fJ/f
′
J)(fSETCX,SI)

−1. (26)

The relations (25) and (26) give rise to two new determinations ofα with the assumptionsRK = h/e2, KJ = 2e/h and
QX = e. It is noteworthy that the first one is independent of QHE.

3. If the capacitanceCX is unknown, then the comparison withCcryo acting as a standard becomes a calibration. From
assuming the equalityRKKJQX = 2 to be right and considering the recommended valueRK-90, a simplified expression ofCX
can be deduced:

CX = 1/(2πRK-90fJ). (27)

This relation is similar to (23) except for the frequency. Using a conventional commercial bridge to measure the cap
ratio, Keller et al. have shown that the relative deviation between the value ofCX deduced from this method and the one dedu
from a classical calibration is only 5 parts in 107. This deviation is insignificant, considering the calibration uncertainty of
bridge (1 part in 106) [108]. In the future, this quantum calibration of a capacitance could be made with a relative unce
of 1 part in 107. However, the calibration of a capacitance in terms of QHR, given by (22), is a serious alternative consider
that uncertainties of one part in 107 or less have already been reached.

As a conclusion, it is shown that the QMT experiments do not consist solely in verifying the consistency of QHE,
SET. The closure of QMT via the two approachesU = RI or Q = CU , with an uncertainty of one part in 108 will give
significant information that can be taken into account when adjustment are made to the fundamental constants. Comb
measurements of cryogenic capacitance in SI units, the QMT experiments lead to new observational equations give
(24), (25) and (26). Using the same notations as in [15], these equations are rewritten as follows:

QX-90=̇ [
(KJRK)/(KJ-90RK-90)

][
2αh/(µ0c)

]1/2
,

KJQX =̇4α/µ0c,

RK =̇µ0c/2α,

whereQX-90 = [I ×A/A90]/f . The equality symbol indicates the measured quantity (left term) is ideally given by the fun
of the adjusted constants (right term).

7. Conclusions and prospects

Replacing the International System of units (SI) by a new SI based on fundamental constants is the general tre
metrological community. Through the universal constants, this new SI creates a direct link between fundamental ph
units.

Since more than one decade, quantum-mechanical standards such as JAVS and QHRS have fully solved the problem
multiple representations based on previous artefact standards (standard cells and 1� resistor). They present advantages
being highly stable in time and based on well-established physical laws implying fundamental constants in a simple w
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On the other hand, the implementation in metrology of these experiments allowing the determination of the c
involved and the check of their consistency with quantum metrological triangle experiments, contributes to an impor
provement in the physics phenomena knowledge by verifying theories and fundamental assumptions. All the prospe
domain are conceivable and some of them might be a real disruption of our points of view on nature: what would h
experiments prove any amazing result, challenging some of our beliefs? That is what makes quantum metrological ex
an extremely exciting work.

Although the industrial economic community has already taken advantage of the new developments which have oc
NMIs due to QHE and JE, this will go on in an increasing way. For this aim, some axes of research have to be pursue
quantum phenomena. Indeed, the availability of QHARS on the one hand and JAVS on the other hand, will make pos
use of such devices even by calibration centres in their routine work. QHARS is one ofthese axes because of the extended ra
of resistances and the higher measuring currents that can be allowed, making them compatible with commercial bridg
fundamental developments are possible as quantum impedance standard from ac QHR or JAVS for improving ac mea
of low voltage in the audio frequency range, instead of the thermal transfer method.

The development of the Coulomb blockade nanodevices opens extended prospects for applications in fundamenta
metrology (current and capacitance standards, QMT experiments). These nanodevices also present a high metrolog
tial in the applied domain of electricity and ionising radiation (calibration of sub-nano ammeters and development o
detector), in thermometry (absolute cryogenic thermometer with so-called Coulomb blockade thermometer), in nanom
(nanometer scale displacement sensor) and in new fields basedon single photon sources (single or multiple photon discrimina-
tion metrology, quantum cryptography and computing). Moreover, in contrast to QHE and JE, some encouraging pre
results and the advances in nanofabrication techniques (miniaturization of the tunnel junction) will make feasible SET
operating at room temperature in the future.
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